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Hints

1. From our experiments: it is harder to work with “raw” data 
(Raymobtime), but a customized frontend can outperform the
baseline frontend that we provided➔ will release extra slides

2. We have better images: raw_data\images_data_s008_v2
It outperformed the previous dataset at images_data_s008

3. Use Raymobtime_visualizer.py to understand your scenario and
eventually “debug”: https://github.com/lasseufpa/ITU-Challenge-ML5G-

PHY/blob/master/Visualizer/Raymobtime_visualizer.py specially to understand the bias 
that the scenario imposes (for example: unbalanced dataset)

4. We will provide extra data in September to help tuning the
algorithms and checking the whole submission procedure
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https://github.com/lasseufpa/ITU-Challenge-ML5G-PHY/blob/master/Visualizer/Raymobtime_visualizer.py


Example: Neural network for beam-selection
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Download all data 
(including raw, 

~16 GB)

Or download only
baseline data (~512 

MB)

Two options: Work with baseline or raw data

Site: http://ai5gchallenge.ufpa.br/ or
directly:
https://www.lasse.ufpa.br/raymobtime/

http://ai5gchallenge.ufpa.br/
https://www.lasse.ufpa.br/raymobtime/


Repository
structure:

Baseline

Raw

Combined channel for each pair of beams

Position features: (x,y) for receiver

Resampled images

Quantized LIDAR PCDs

 New version (v2)
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Screenshot obtained with Raymobtime_visualizer.py



Reviewing the hints

1. From our experiments: it is harder to work with “raw” data 
(Raymobtime), but a customized frontend can outperform the
baseline frontend that we provided➔ will release extra slides

2. We have better images: raw_data\images_data_s008_v2
It outperformed the previous dataset at images_data_s008

3. Use Raymobtime_visualizer.py to understand your scenario and
eventually “debug”: https://github.com/lasseufpa/ITU-Challenge-ML5G-

PHY/blob/master/Visualizer/Raymobtime_visualizer.py specially to understand the bias 
that the scenario imposes (for example: unbalanced dataset)

4. We will provide extra data in September to help tuning the
algorithms and checking the whole submission procedure
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https://github.com/lasseufpa/ITU-Challenge-ML5G-PHY/blob/master/Visualizer/Raymobtime_visualizer.py


Thanks to all Raymobtime team
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